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Congratulations Frank!
The
Fairfield
Volume 12, No. 1(

Iran-Contra
debate
Chris Michailoff
News Editor
The Iran-Contra Hearings
may have formally ended after the
testimony of Lt. Col. Oliver North
and the issuing of a Congressional
report, but the debate still lingers
throughout the country. This affair has tainted the campaign of
George Bush, and promises to
uncover more with the findings of
Special Prosecutor Lawrence
Walsh.
In the hopes of bringing a
pertinent and timely subject to the

students, Fairfield University will
play host to debate between two
experts in the field of foreign relations.
On February 8, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Oak Room, Amb. Ralph
Earle will match wits against
Amb. Louis G. Fields in a debate,
which may promise to sort-out the
fuzzy details, surrounding the Iran
Contra Affair.
Ambassador Fields is one
of the top experts on terrorism, and
has served in three presidential
administrations as a consultant
and legal advisor. Ambassador
Ralph Earle was the chief U.S.

Ralph Earle II

PR-Photo

negotiator at the SALT II Talks in
Geneva, while holding the position of principle arms control advisor to the President.
John Kane, Director of Arts
and Lectures for FUSA, began
work to have the debate at Fairfield
in December. After running a poll
in the paper, Kane decided that
'"this was a topic that students had
expressed interest in."
FUSA will spend an estimated 35,000 dollars to bring both
speakers to Fairfield. Kane felt
that the debate would be appealing, since it is a current political
issue, which has yet to fully resolved.
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Students elect Caroll for
FUSA President
By Lynn A. Casey
Assistant News Editor
With 581 votes, Frank
Carroll won the FUSA Presidential election Tuesday. His major
opponent, Mark Dietz, came in
second with 321
votes.
A total of
1,027
votes
were cast for the
two candidates,
plus the two
write-in candidates, Mike
McGoldrick
and Paul Vigna,
who received
94 votes and 41
votes, respectively. The total
was lower than
the51%of2800 Frank Carroll
students who voted in 1987.
Carroll is "very excited"
about his victory, and also thankful to the members of his election
committee. Overall, he is thrilled,
and feels that Mark gave him an
"excellent race" and helped him
lead a "respectful campaign".

election. He feels that Carroll "can
do an excellent job" as FUSA
President, because he knows the
job "inside and out". Ritchie
added that Carroll's transition between him and Carroll wil be
"smooth", because of Carroll's
experience and his
knowledge of the
FUSA system.
Ken
Caisse, representative of the Executive Branch,
expressed
the
opinions of the
election committee (which includes
Craig
Maloney of the JuX
dicial Branch and
Jean Halloran of
the
Executive
P: Whitehouse Branch) in saying
system. He intends to work with that he was "happy about the reCarroll as much as he can to better sults but disappointed with the
the student body of Fairfield Uni- turnout." Caisse thought the turnout was "ridiculous because of the
versity.
amount of write-ins". He hopes
Chris Ritchie, who was that next year's turnout will be
elected FUSA President last year, more serious and representative of
was happy with the results of the the whole student body.

Most of all, he hopes that he can
"fill Chris Ritchie's shoes".
Dietz wishes Carroll the
best of luck, and thinks FUSA is in
"good hands". He wishes to be
included in the FUSA cabinet
because he believes in the FUSA

Rally for Peace in Central
America spurs controversy
By Kris Kovacik
Staff Writer
- A biting issue on today's
geopolitical stage is the current
endemic unrest in Central America. Fairfield University's response to this was to sponsor a
Rally for Peace in Central America
on January 30 in the Gonzaga
Auditorium.
Pro-contra picketers gathered outside of Gonzaga to protest
the rally, illustrating the controversy and immediacy surrounding
this issue.
Dr. Edward Dew, Professor
of Politics, was the moderator of
the rally. He started with a plea for
peace. Dew affirms that the only
way for lasting settlement in
Central America would be for the
U.S. to stop funding contra aid.
After Dew's introduction, speakers ranging from students to professors and congressmen voiced
their views through songs, poems,
stories , personnal experiences, or
basic statistics.
The Peace Process was
pushed in the rally as the only
democratic method, and the contras were shown as an obstacle to
peace. The contras were described
as barbaric, representing nothing
but opposition. "The merciless
maiming and killing of children,
and the bombing of power stations, are activities that can not be

called democtatic", charged Dr.
Nick Hill, Professor of Languages.
In Central America the contras
receive no formal recognition
except as mercinaries. Robert
Owen compared giving aid to the
contras to throwing money down
the drain.

Many also spoke in defense
of the Sandinistas. It was acknowledged that they had violated
civil rights; but in comparison with
the rights violated by the United

States government in times of
warfare, "the violations of the
Sandinistas were minute." Professor Petry implored that the Sandinistas were not Marxist-Leninist,
not trying to change Nicaragua as
a whole, but instead to improve the
social structure. This improvement is not to be brought about by
violent or repressive means.
Other speakers questioned
the morality of U.S. involvement
calling aid immoral, unjust, and
racist. "What gives us the right to
inforce conformity on our neighbors", was a question accusing the
United States of being pro-facist in
its anticommunist policies. The
fact that 25,000 contras had been
killed raises the question of racism. It is doubtful the U.S. would
of sacrificed that number of North
American lives.
The rally concluded by calling the audience to immediate
action. "Write to your congressman or to your senator," implored
the speakers. The upcoming vote
scheduled for February 3 further
reinforced the urgency; action had
to take place immediately. The
audience was vehemently reminded of the responsibility to use
their voting power. A vote against
contra aid was likened to a vote for
peace. One of the speakers concluded,
"Peace cannot be
achieved through violence."

The Image of Fairfield

Highlights this
week:
Helping those in need
page 5.

Peace in Central America
page 7.

More Top 10...
pages 8 and 9.

Intramural highlights
page 12.

Orientation '88
Co-Chairs
now chosen
By Janine Spinnato
Staff Writer
On February 1 two new CoChairs for Orientation 1988 were
chosen. Elizabeth Jenkins, an
Accounting major from Westford,
Massachusetts, and Robert Tockarshawsky, a Finance major from
Flushing, New York were chosen
from a pool of 19 candidates, 14
women and five men.
A key individual in the selection process was Jeanne DiMuzio, the Fairfield University
Judicial Officer. Others on the
Orientation Committee were the
Dean of Students, faculty, and the
two previous co-chairs.
Each
candidate submitted a written
application which consisted of
biographical information, as well
as five questions which enabled
the candidates to express their
thoughts on Fairfield.
Group sessions were also
used as a way of screening the
prospective candidates. The purpose of this was to see the interaction of the candidates with their
peers and examine their listening
and speaking skills. Furthermore,
three interviews were required,
one with a past co-chair, one with
the Dean of Students, and one with
DiMuzio. A written recommendation from an R. A., a faculty staff
member or a work supervisor was
also required.
The first task of the new cochairs is to develop the Freshman
Record, and the upcoming months
of March and April will involve
developing the entire program and
theme. They must also choose all
of their 150 committee members,
design the Orientation T-Shirts,
draft welcome letters to the Class
of 1992, and devote a weekend in
July to prepare everything for the
printers.
The '88 Orientation cochairs must prepare a welcome
speech to the Freshman class,
work closely with the transfer
orientation co-chairs, and finally,
write a supplement for the annual
report to the President's office,
highlighting the problems that
occured and the events that went
well.
After much hard work,
DiMuzio chose Robert and Elizabeth because she felt they "could
work well together, and that they
would represent Fairfield well."
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News
Alpha Sigma

Drive for pive program a success Campus An-

Nu Notes
By Suzanne P. Serianni
Staff Writer
Members of Fairfield
University's chapter of Alpha
Sigma Nu, the National Jesuit
Honor Society, kept themselves
busy first semester, serving both
the University and the larger community. Students helped to host
the Jesuit-Freshmen social, sponsored a food drive for the Urban
Retreat House in Bridgeport, and a
ran a Halloween party for underpriviledged children.
Alpha
Sigma Nu also assembled a wine
and cheese basket at Thanksgiving
for the Sisters of the Notre Dame.
At Christmas, the group extended
its help to those running the University Christmas Party for employees' children. In addition to
sponsoring a clothing drive, Alpha
Sigma Nu will be working closely
with those in the Faith and Justice
Coalition on the problem of homelessness. In addition to trying to
increase awareness on the Fairfield University campus, members
of the Alpha Sigma Nu will be
involved directly with the homeless in the Fairfield-Bridgeport
area.
Presently, the honor society
is considering applications for
new members. Decisions will be
made in the early spring.

nouncements

Broken Bottles/Split Decision pack Oak Room
By AnnMarie Puckhaber
Staff Writer
Last Friday night the Oak
Room exploded with the music of
Broken Bottles and Split Decision.
The two campus bands played for
free to raise money for Drive For
Five. FUSA and Roteract cosponsored this sold out event.
Drive For Five is a campaign to raise money for the FUSA
endowment fund. It was started
three years ago by the students and
the 1984-1985 FUSA President,
Fran Keannelly. The fund currently contains $15,600. By the
end of this year, FUSA hopes to
have $21,000 in the fund.
8% of the interest made on
the endowment fund goes towards
scholarships. FUSA can not touch
any money in the endowment fund
itself. Last year two $500 scholar-

ships were awarded. This year
FUSA hopes to award two $750
scholarships. The qualifications
for the scholarships are financial
need and involvement in campus
activities. Chris Ritchie, FUSA
President, says the goal of Drive
For Five is "students helping students."
FUSA and Roteract raised
between $ 1,000 and $ 1,500 Friday
night from Drive For Five. Terri
Durso, Director of the Student
Entertainment Commisssion, said
that the event was "so successful
because there were two very talented bands up on the stage." This
was Roteract's first major event on
campus. The new club wanted to
sponsor an event but did not have
the money to do it alone. Craig
Maloney, President of Roteract,
said that "FUSA was great to work
with." Ritchie said that he would
v A f USA'S
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Valentine's
Day
Messages
next week!

Career Planning Corner
INFO SESSIONS
Feb. 10 - Arkwright Insurance
FDR 7:30PM Underwriting Positions All Majors.
WORKSHOPS
Feb. 9 - Career Planning for Juniors
FDR 3:00PM Learn about opportunities for internships
and summer jobs that will increase your marketability.
Start your resume early!
Feb. 10 - Interviewing Techniques
FDR 3:00PM Improve your skills in dynamic interviewing. Be prepared. Dress for success. Follow-up with
Thank You notes, etc.
Feb. 11 - Resume Writing
FDR 3:00PM Sell yourself and your qualifications with
an effective resume and cover letter.

COSO/
MIRROR
February 4—February 10

Campus
Calendar
Sunday, 7

like to see FUSA and the clubs
"share the responsibility" in more
events. Maloney added that it is "a
lot of work, but it's worth it."
Other events this year that
have contributed towards Drive
For Five are the refrigerator service, the Laugh A Lot Auction, the
townhouse raffle, and Battle of the
Bands. A committee of seven
students and one alumni trustee
will award the scholarships. Applications will be available April 1
and the scholarships will be
awarded April 30. Ritchie says
that Drive For Five is an "excellent
thing" and that "we should be
proud to have it." He says, "the
important thing is to keep building
it (the endowment fund)."
FUSA and Roteract would
like to thank Broken Bottles and
Split Decision for their contribution to Drive For Five.
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Cheers

Boos

Cheers....to both FUSA
candidates Frank Carroll and
Mark Dietz....the election went
well... and the 1988-89 school year
is quickly approaching...you'll do
a great job...Good luck next
year..To Broken Bottles and Split
Decision for their performances in
the Oak Room last Friday...great
music for a great cause (Drive for
Five)... to the Orientation CoChairs who were chosen..and to
the upcoming Senior Week
Committees....spring is a great
time for leaders....To FUSA for
sponsoring an Iran-Contra debate
on Monday evening, .looks like our
campus is becoming politically
aware...

Boos...to the students who
used a slingshot to break a window
in Joques...come on kiddies...isn't
it time for bed?...to the same old
parking situation on campus...why
not knock down the Campus Center and open up a new parking
lot...!! L.to too many weeks before
Spring Break...to a lack of student
attendance at many events on
campus...when is everybody
going to get smart and start taking
advantage of all of these opportunities?...

Thursday, 4
WVOFmtg. CNS18 6:30-8PM
Christian Fellows J25 7-9PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Sp. Dinner: Jogues 4 FDR
5:30PM

Monday, 8
Circle Kmtg. B137 6:30-7PM
RAmtg. J25 5-6:30PM
Sp. Dinner: Jogues 2 FDR
5:30PM

Tonight (Thurs., Feb. 4)
at 8:00 pm in Loyola Chapel,
there will be a slideshow about
the homeless. The slideshow and
lecture is entitled, "Under the
Bridge," and it is sponsored by
the Faith and Justice Coalition.
This program features a
talk by Vern Baker, a graduate of
M.I.T., whose drinking problem
eventually landed him on the
streets. Also speaking is Phil
Famsworth, a free-lance photographer who spent a year on the
streets of Hartford photographing the homeless.
This program is one that
everyone should see. Since there
is no admission charge there is no
reason not to see it.
Valentine's Day is coming. Only ten days are left for you
to decide what medium you will
use to express your true love for
that special person in your life.
Why not buy him/her a carnation? What a great idea - especially since the Cardinal Key Society will be selling them in the
campus center today and tomorrow. The cost is one dollar. For
this small fee you receive an
icredible package deal: One carnation to be hand delivered to the
Valentine of your choice on Feb.
11, and a message of whatever
you feel inspired to say. Don't
forget to buy a token of your affection for your roommate, R. A.,
favorite priest, friend, etc.
A Career Spectrum,
sponsored by the Fairfield University Nurses' Association, will
be held on Monday, February 8 in
the Oak Room. Over 65 hospitals
will be represented from New
England, NY, NJ, and Washington, D.C. Information will also
be available on hospitals from
New England, NJ, PA, MD, IL,
OH, DC, and LA. Spectrum
speakers will be available to discuss their specialties and graduate schools will also be represented.

Friday, 5

Saturday, 6

"Just another ordinary day"

Women and Men's Basketball vs.
Iona Alumni Hall 5 &
7:30PM

Curiosity Killed The Cat

Tuesday, 9
\

Chamber Players Concert Oak
2:30PM

Anyone interested in volunteering in area soup kitchens
should contact Beth Palmer in
Campus Ministry in the basement
of Loyola (ext. 2767). Opportunities are available on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday.

Minority Affairs Play Oak 8PM
FUSA election Lobby 10-7PM
Sp. Dinner: Jogues 1 FDR
5:30PM

Wednesday, 10
Arkwright Info Session FDR 7:309PM
Nursing Program McEleney 8AM5PM
Ethnics Lecture Nurs. Aud. 7-10PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Peer Counselors J25 6-7:30PM and
8-10PM
WVOF Night Stag-Her 9PM
© 1988 by The Fairfield Mirror, Inc.
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holes through which the precious
moments of my life are disappearing, which is like trying to carry
Campbell's chunky soup in a collander. Like the little Dutch boy
trying to plug up the dam with his
mittens on. A little bit here, a little
Time can be borrowed, wasted, bit there, and a lot of time spent in
saved and spent. Where does the the game room. If I had I dime for
every quarter I've grubbed, I'd be
time go?
I used to think I knew how I a rich man.
I figure that there must be
wanted to spend my time. I figured,
that floating in a big isolation tank enough hours in the day for me to
for a while would be kind of fun. get a decent (ten hour minimum )
No noise, no deadlines, no stereos night's sleep, jog a few miles, eat
cranking in my face, no nothing. breakfast, go to class, eat lunch,
Just warm water, Epsom salts and read, lift weights, write an article
me and my shadow, or more pre- before deadline, eat dinner, make
goo-goo eyes at some girls, hit the
cisely, me and my psyche.
Quite a few people showed game room for a little "Mat Mame the flaws in this plan. What if I nia," attend a lecture, study, go to
ran out of things to think of? What a party, have a party, be asked to
if I peed? What if I drove myself leave a party, get a job, march at a
nuts by being stuck in there with "Sons of Anarchy" rally, play my
guitar, get engaged, be FUSA
only myself to talk to?
This last flaw was pointed president and an RA, have a radio
out to me with alarming fre- show, and still have enough time to
quency. What was exceptionally have a beer with the boys.
After carefully compiling
disturbing was this notion that
being alone with me for a period of this list, I was less than surprised to
time would be enough to drive find that on a good day I was lucky
if I did more than three of the
anyone crazy.
I finally discarded the idea activities listed. Which three, I'm
after I was told that while a person not going to say. Any more than
may emerge from a sensory depri- five of them in a week would leave
vation much more relaxed and me physically and emotionally
infinitely wiser, he or she would drained, which would probably
lead to frequent repetitions of the
also have "very pruney skin."
Stolen moments, moments last item on the list.
I realized the other day how
of weakness. This magic moment
and that magic moment. The gladl am that I don't smoke. I have
moment of truth. Where does the a very vivid image of myself sitting in front of a window, holding
time go?
I've tried to plug up the a butt between my fingers while I

Learning to Tell Time
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
Where we are now. Where
we were then and where we are
going to be. Time is passing, and
before it has a chance to be in the
present, it's gone.
Where does the time go?
I couldn't tell you. I usually
find myself about five hours short
every day. For some strange reason, I just know I can't get by on
six hours of sleep a night. I know
this because the eight hours I usually get isn't enough for me either.
I usually don't have class until
third period, which means if I
wanted to, I could set my alarm for
10:44.998 and still make it in time.
The major drawback with
this is that I don't get to play the
game " Bragging Rights" with my
friends. This contest usually goes
like this:
Player #1- "I have first period tomorrow."
Player #2- "I have early
first, second, and long fourth."
Player #1- "I wish I could
have that. I have first, second, a test
in third, and a three hour lab practical."
Player #3-" I would cut my
leg off so that I could have a schedule like that. I have second, a test in
third, a test in long fourth, a dentist

appointment and long seventh.
And lax practice."
Player #4- " I would sacrifice my first born child to the gods
if I could have a schedule like that.
1 have a test in early first, a test in
long second..."
Player #4 is disqualified.
There is no long second period.
Player #2- "I have a test in
early first, a test in second, a test in
third, a test in long fourth, I have to
pick up my car at the mechanic's
during lunch, then an oral presentation in fifth, an anal presentation
during sixth, a test during long
seventh, then I have to miss dinner
to wait for the phone man, then I
have turbo ninth, and then I have to
go have myself beaten and castrated .Then the day after tomorrow I have the same thing, only
with an eight hour bio lab."
The winner is Player #2. In
recognition of his martyrdom due
to poor scheduling, his fellow contestants will take up a collection to
pay for his late registration fees.
I always get knocked out in
the first round. Sympathy is not
allowed for someone who complains about having to get up for a
10:45 class.
Time is of the essence, and
the ticking of the second hand is
the sound of dimes being dropped
into a tin pail. Time is money.

'foxy Locks
salon

stare blankly into space. It's time
like these that make me think about
what a great old geezer I'm going
to make someday. Sitting in a
rocking chair on the front porch
and grinding my teeth. Wonderful.
The final hour. The witching hour. "48 Hours." The wee
hours and the big ones. The man of
the hour. Where does the time go?
I think that we should add a
few hours to the day. Just for sleep.
Not that much goes on between the
hours of three and five AM, so if
we stuck a few more hours in there,
we could conceivably go to bed at
two and have nine hours of sleep
under our belts before breakfast.
That early, no one would really be
thrown off schedule.
Except for maybe insomniacs and people who go fishing, and
that doesn't sound like too great a
segment of our society.
The Golden years. The year
of living dangerously. The employee of the month, the monthly
cycle, and the months with the
highest heating bills. Where does
the tme go?
The forty hour work week.
Working for the weekends, and
weekends are made for Micheloeb. Where does the time go?
The Day After. The day of
infamy and the day of reckoning.
Thefirstdayof school un ti 1 the day
you die, and all the days of your life
in between.
Time will come today, an
only time will tell. And time keeps
on slippin', slippin',slippin', into
the future.
Where does the time go?
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$2.00 OFF ANY DELIVERED
LARGE PIZZA
AND

259-5888
1275 Post Rd., (Brickwalk) Fairfield

REVENGE

COLD 1-LITRE SODA BOTTLES
WITH DELIVERY ONLY $1.00
>^WP^
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Complete

DEAR

you RECEivEd
BUSINESS qREETJNq.

RECENTI>T

A MONICEY

YOUR ENTERTAJNER WAS

REMEMbER ThE EXCITEMENT, REMEMDER THE hjN,
REMEMDER WHO SENT iT?

REVENqE CoupoN

L

PIEASE ACCEPT rhis coupoN WORTH $7.00 off
ANy upcoMiNq (ktivERy (REVERE OR NEW OCCASION)

TASTEful — REASONAbU
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CHOOSE FROM OUR CAVAICACJE

of

REUADIE

:

CHARACTERS

BAIIOON DEUVERIES

GORUIAS

DANCERS

SiNqiNq TE^RAMS

SriAqqy Doq
DANciNq Piqs
M&M's
NEW PuRpk Cow

GLAMOUR GIRI

PANdA BEARS
BANANAS
GOWNS

CAII

Aboui

OUR ENTERTAINMENT FOR

Visit

OUR CAR(1

SAIOON GIRI

MAid
MAqiciANS
ChildREN's PARSES
FRENCH

ANd qifr shop.

MONKEY BUSINESS
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1879 BUck Rock TuRNpikE, FAJRfiEld, CONNECTICUT
(behiNd NEWMARIC WK) LEWI'S) • LOTS of fREE pARkiNq.
FAIRfiEld

J 6 7-1876

WESTpORl/NORWAlk

NEW HAVEN

SlAMfoRd

892-1876

787-1876

967-9090

f 1"fV Montego
Monte Bay

JAMAICA
MOfiTEGO BAY, JAMAICA Famous for totally relaxed and
txotlc Caribbean vacations. Mow
you can experience the never
ending fun and excitement that
only Jamaica can offer.

YOUR TROPICAL TREK INCLUDES
•Round-trip Jet
•Complimentary inflight meal and beverage
•Transfers between airport and Hotel
•Hotel accommodations for 7 nights
•All room taxes and energy surcharges
•Tips for bellman and maids at your hotel
•Exclusive STS discounts
•Welcome party
•On-locatlon STS resort rep

RESERVE NOW FOR MARCH 5th!»!
Contact
Sam Faillace at 255-5579
or
'MEZZ' David Mezzapelle at 254-7384
Fairfield Spring Break '88

STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES213 East Seneca Street - Ithaca. New York 14850

|607| 272-6954
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Among MAAC mascots, the Fairfield Stag stands the tallest.
(Photo by John Courtmanche)

No other
college yearbook
has your picture in it.
Regis residents enjoy a free show-a late-night water fight in the Quad,
(photo by John Courtmanche)

Top: Enthusiastic Seniors such as these celebrated 188 Nights ('til Graduation) at the
Pinecrest in Stratford, (photo by Ben de la Cruz)
Bottom: The men of Campion I show their excitement over the Manor's decision to
include Underclassmen in the yearbook, (photo by Marc Belanger) ,

The Manor '88
Order yours.. .starting Tues., Feb. 16 in the CC Lobby,
and in the CC Office.
$40 package includes print and video yearbooks.
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Helping friends to help
themselves
to your friend. It is a myth that
saying some words (like suicide or
anorexia) will create a problem,
make it worse, or drive someone
actually to attempt suicide. Talking can difffuse the tension; let
Have you ever suspected your friend know he is not alone
that your friend may be in serious and give him the relief of getting
trouble? Ever thought he maybe his fears out in the open. And it can
bulimic, or stealing, or thinking reassure you that you are doing
suicide? What can you do to help? something to help.
The particular words that
Unless it's a life or death
matter, the first thing to do is wait. you use do not matter so much.
While you may be tempted to rush What does mattpr is the message
in and rescue your friend, don't. you give that you are aware that
First, get in touch with your own something is wrong and that you
I feelings. Are you scared because care that your friend is hurting.
Do not try to help more than
he is losing control or because he
may actually kill himself? Are you you are ready to help. You have
angry about the responsibility you limits of energy, compassion, time
are assuming?
Do you fell and experience, and if you become
haunted by a similar crisis in your so preoccupied with his problems
own life or the life of someone that you neglect yourself, you and
else? Is his depression getting you your friendship may suffer. Some
students try to be their friend's
down too?
It is all right to have these therapist. Be a friend, be supporfeelings. Only by acknowledging tive.and then let professionals be
them can you go ahead and help the therapists.
You may feel frustrated
your friend. If you deny the feelings, they are still there and still because your friend may not want
to be helped. He may feel there is
affect you.
When you are aware of no problem. He may even be angry
your feelings about this crisis, talk with you and absolutely refuse any
By Carol Lucas, Ph.D.
Student Health Center,
Loyola Hall
Ex. 2146
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counseling. You just need to be
patient; people do not change until
they are ready and that can take
weeks or years.
Being honest and direct, but
tactful, is hard. You might have
been taught that subjects like suicide are unspeakable and require
euphemisms and "weasling"
around the truth. However, you
don't want to hurt someone's feelings. You may want to come in and
talk to a counselor to rehearse what
to say.

Don't spy. If your friend
seems anorexic, you may feel
tempted to watch every mouthful,
to add up calories, or even to rummage through belongings for evidence of some problem. You do
not need to be so aggressive in
trying to help. Low-key expression of concern and support work
best.
Your friend's behavior is a
sympton of something on a deeper
level that is troubling him. He may

be conscious of the real isssue or
he may have no idea right now
what it could be; it could even go
back many years.
So there is a lot you can do
to help your friend: your willingness to share his concerns, your
expression of caring, and your
support. No problem is hopeless; it
is just that you do not yet know thw
solution, if counselors at the Student Health Center can help you to
help your friend, let us.

Internship Programs offer
real life experience
By Suzanne Monges
Staff Writer
Fairfield University's Internship program is a challenging
way for a junior or senior to
glimpse the realities of the professional world. The program is designed to provide students with
hands-on experience in a professional working environment on a
part-time basis. The possible position to be filled is a direct combination of both the student's major
field of study and the student's
career goals. With the internship
director from the department of the
student's major, and a supervisor

from the sponsoring company, a
schedule of hours per week is arranged which will accommodate
the student's other classes. For full
and part-time students, the internship is considered one of the
courses taken for that semester.
"Some of the students may even
take the internship as a sixth class,
dependent upon the weight of their
classloads," says Dr. Miles Berrone, head of internships for the
Biology department. Sister Therese Donnelly of the Career Planning Center says the program is
designed "to assist the student
with contacts" for post-graduation
job placement.
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Continued on page 10.
STUDENTS

FILM
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There are also other positive results from participation as
an intern. The student benefits
from the work/study format because it provides necessary experience which is favorable to both the
student and the prospective employer. Such experience enables
the student to form an opinion as to
whether or not the particular area is
one in which he or she wants to
pursue a career. James Farnham,
director of internships for the
English department, says an internship, is valuable because "it
gives those students who feel de-

Work during
semester break.
National Marketing Company looking for
ambitious Jr., Sr., or Grad student to
manage promotions on-campus this
semester. Earning potential up to $5,000.
Flexible part-time hours. Call Randi, Dee,
or Terri at

temporary Services
380-1782
38 StonyBrook M. Strtd.
(MMMIIWlMM

(800) 592-2121
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One movie dares to tell it all.

KEVIN BACON

ELIZABETH McGOVERN

SHE'S HAVING A BABY
A New Comedy About The Labor Of Life.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

A JOHN HUGHES FILM
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Editorial Page
Good Luck
Frank Carroll has been elected FUSA President for the 1988-89 school year. He was an excellent candidate, showing strength, dedication, and
determination not only in his platform, but throughout
his last three years with the FUSA organization.
He is a very lucky man.
Lucky, because he has the 1987-88 administration behind him, led by Chris Ritchie. Among other
things, Ritchie and friends raised $66,000 during the
fall semester, and their budget for the spring is
$60,000. For the spring semester alone, FUSA has
a $41,000 increase. And, if the Activities Fee proposal is passed, FUSA will receive a grand $130,000
for next year.
None of this would have been accomplished if it
wasn't for the precise and intense planning which
FUSA incorporated this year. A breakdown of all of
FUSA's finances has been made, so that FUSA is
able to tell how much money has been spent on
each event, and will enable FUSA, henceforth, to be
able to plan the future with more accuracy than ever
before. And as for the present and past, this planning has improved student life greatly. Events were
offered to us this year that never have been offered
before; events that were attended. FUSA knew
what we wanted and what we didn't, and planned in
accordance to this rule. It's as simple as that.
Needless to say, Carroll is lucky that the organization before him was run so smoothly; not only
can he begin his administration with a fresh start, but
he had superb teachers.
Good luck.

AIDS Article Rebutted
To The Editor:
I am writing in response to
the article titled "The Modern
Purge: AIDS and our World"
concerning the question posed:
"Is AIDS the only means by
which an all powerful and all
loving God can establish love?"
I also grew up learning
that God is all loving, all
powerful, all merciful. Yet, I
further was taught that God gave
man a free will. How many
times has man brought on his
own destruction through greed,
lust, and violence? In the Bible,

God gave man a set of guidelines
by which to live. Man cannot
time and again stray from these
guidelines and later turn around
and say 'Look what God has
done to us.'
It is common knowledge
that the actions people take affect
each other . Everyone is linked
together — the guilty as well as
the innocent. God cannot be a
scapegoat for man's abuse of free
will. Maybe it is time to send
some accusing questions in
man's direction instead of in
God's.
Ilona Pavolich '89
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Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and
comments of its readers. Letters to the
Editor can be submitted to Box AA or
to the Mirror offie in the ground floor
of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow
the policy set forth by the Editorial
Board.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely.
2) Letters must be typewritten on a 2065 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters
must be received by 6:00 pm Saturday
evening for publication on the following Thursday. 4) To insure publication
every letter must be signed. With Mirror permission, author's name may be
withheld. 5)Upon submission letters
become Mirror property. 6) The Mirror reserves the right to edit all letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material, and all libel. 7)Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies
should1- inducted on the face to face
basis,
,iat room c" V. reserved for
more g. ralized UA
8) The Executive board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear. The Board's decision is final.

Security Departement
questioned
To The Editor:
We are writing in response
to an article which appeared in
the January 21 issue of the
Mirror regarding the townhouse
break-ins that occured over
Christmas vacation. We question
the accuracy of some of the
statements made by the security
department.
First of all, our townhouse
(#36) was locked and secured
when we left for Christmas break
— Officer Griffin stated,
however, that "entry to the
houses were gained by removing
the screens since the windows
were left unlocked." This was
not the case.
Secondly, we received a
memo from the Townhouse
Office which advised us to turn
off all lights, close the curtains
and lock up the house. We were
also told to notify the Security
Department if we were going to
be staying at school during the
break and any parties had to be
registered because security
would be patrolling frequently,
checking up on any unusual
occurences. No mention of
bringing home valuables was
made in this memo, and although
it is common sense, there were a
few possessions that were
forgotten.
We asked the security
officers if any robberies had ever
occured before, they told us that
they hadn't, but we had found
out otherwise from the Head of
Security. When we asked the
officers why we hadn't been
informed of the robberies in
previous years, we were told
that it would be bad publicity for
the school.
The security officers told
us that we should have left our
lights on, or put them on a timer
— this is contrary to what the
townhouse office memo instructed. The officers also said
that the townhouse locks were
flimsy and that we should have
deadbolt locks instead.
The whole situation was
very frustrating and angering
because we got the runaround
each time we called or went to
the security department. The
response we usually received
was "the case is still under
investigation".
According to Griffin, the
crime rate on campus has not
risen. If this is true, than we must
assume that our break-in was not
unusual. Had we been informed
of the previous thefts, we could
have taken precautions to prevent
the break-in. At least we would
have taken home thousands of
dollars worth of belongings
home, therby lessening the
severity of this crime.
Sincerely,
Margarc' "^yne
Diane Condly
Erin Seay
Deborah Sterlein

RA responsibility stifled
To the Editor,
As an RA I am responsible for the welfare of the
people on my floor. I attempted
to protect their welfare by giving
them the opportunity to find out
some of the truth about protecting themselves against AIDS. I
have been forced to neglect my
responsibility to their welfare
because of the bureaucracy of the
Catholic church and this university. We are not immune to
AIDS at Fairfield. AIDS does
not discriminate between sex,
religion, age, color, or financial
standings. We are in as much
danger as the rest of the country.
Let's not close our eyes and let
the administration and all its
petty bureaucracy dictate what
we should and should not learn.
We as students should stand up
and demand the opportunity to be
given the truth about AIDS.
Part of what is special
about Fairfield University is that
we as students are supposed to
get a well rounded education.
Life after Fairfield will include
much more than we can learn in
a text book. One of the objectives of Fairfield University, as
listed in the student handbook, is
the "freedom of inquiry as the
best means for attaining truth".
If this is really one of the ideals
of the University, why are we
denied the opportunity to
formally discuss controversial
topics like AIDS and the means
by which we can prevent the
transmission of such a disease.
The administration is
neglecting the welfare of its
students. AIDS education and

prevention are taught in some
high schools, yet we have been
forbidden to show a film about
AIDS in the residence halls. I
am appalled to think that the
University could be so narrow
minded. Who are we trying to
fool? This is the 80's. Premarital sex is a part of life. We can
not censor out what we do not
like. In essence, the University
is denying that sexual intercourse
exists at Fairfield. We are all
human beings and some of us do
not always live up to the Catholic
ideal. By denying students
education on the prevention of
AIDS we are living up to the
Catholic ideal, but failing
miserably as concerned caring
individuals. How can we really
be good Catholics if we allow
ignorance to kill people?
I am in no position to pass
judgement on the morality of
premarital sex, but at the same
time, I refuse to deny its existence. Just knowing that people
engage in sexual intercourse
should be enough reason for us
to realize the necessity of
education. There are not many
people who can honestly say that
they know the means to protect
themselves from this terminal
disease. AIDS is here and has to
be dealt with no matter how
much we would like to forget
about it. If we have misconceptions and false ideas about AIDS,
we have only our good Catholic
upbringing to blame.
Nazaro J. Propati
RA Regis II

HERACLITUS
by
terry
sullivan
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Commentary
Rally for Peace in Central America—A Necessary Start
By Jim Sheridan
Victoria Davila, age 50.
Isaac Chavarra, 8 months.
Oscar Sotelo Nino, age 48.
Orcio Gomez Miranda, age 17.
Janet AguirreZelaya,age3. These
were just some of the names written on the stark white crosses carried outside of the rally held for
peace in Central America this Saturday in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The names are those of civilians
killed by the U.S. -backed contra
forces in Nicaragua. In addition to
those rallying for peace, a small
number of students and area citizens marched bearing signs supporting aid to the contras, with
slogans like "No Reds" and "Peace
at what cost?" Marchers from both
sides entered the auditorium at
11:00 A.M. to begin the rally.
Spirits were high inside the
auditorium throughout the event.
The audience was very receptive
to the variety of speakers who presented arguments from a number
of angles for an end to the United
States' aggressive intervention in
Central America. The speakers,
taking the stage in groups of 4 or 5,
included members of the Fairfield
University faculty and student
body as well as members of organizations such as the Pledge of
Resistance, Sanctuary, and the
Norwalk/Nagarote sister city project. An 'open mike' forum between groups of speakers enabled
members of the audience to express their views. Noneofthecontra aid supporters took the mike,
although they were invited to do so
on a number of occasions. The
presence of Congressman Christopher Shays during and after the
event, as well as letters from Senators Christopher Dodd and Lowell
Weicker, were definite signs that
the plea for peace was not falling
upon deaf ears.
However, to insure that all
of our ears remain open, we must
see that this rally was only a part of
the active process which must
occur if we are to stop the madness

that is taking so many innocent
lives. On February 3, the vote
for more aid to the contras goes to
the House, for 27.6 million worth
of military and 'humanitarian' aid.
It is vital for the Central American
Peace Accords, as well as our integrity as a nation, that this aid is
not sent to the contras. There are a
multitude of facts behind this argument, many of which were raised
at the rally.
For example, there are the
contras themselves. This guerilla
army has no popular support in
their country. This is as much due
to their numerous human rights
violations and indiscriminate killings as to the popularity of the
Sandinistas. The contra attacks on
the populace have been so brutal
that citizens have actually been
equipped with AK^17 rifles by the
Sandinistas to defend themselves.
Also, the contras lack a definite
charter or platform. What exactly
would they do if on power, other
than be receptive to the desires of
the U.S. government? Are they
truly the force for democracy we
wish to be in league with? The
frequent allegations of their involvement in cocaine trafficking
would seem to refute this. The
dissention which exists among the
various factions of contras also
hints at the fact that these guerrillas
do not resemble our forefathers in
the American Revolution, as
President Reagan likes to think.
Unfortunately, Nicaragua
is being made an example of in Mr.
Reagan's "red" hunt. His fervor in
this issue overcomes all, including
the fact that the majority of Americans do not want their tax money
funding the contras. Whatever
happened to the U.S. government
being representative of its people?
Even the judgement of the World
Court, in June of 1986, that the
U.S. was violating international
law in its support of the contras,
was ignored. A media grown lax
during this administration has
failed to be openly critical of such
indiscriminacies. Instead, Mr.
Reagan has used the press adeptly

in each of his attempts to find a
solid reason to support the contras,
despite the hypocrisy evident in
each attempt. "The Sandinistas
export revolution" is a favorite,
despite the fact that there has not
been a confirmed report of arms
moving from Nicaragua to El Salvador since April, 1981. Is not the
United States importing revolution, attempting to overthrow a
government fairly elected by 65%
of its population? "The threat of
Communism" is another excuse the fear of a poverty-stricken
country of less than 3 million
people is laughable considering
we have just joined arms with the
communist People's Republic of
China. And Mr. Reagan is able to
criticize the "state-sponsored terrorism" of countries like Libya and
Iran when our administration is
guilty of the same crime in Nicaragua.

Are there days when you
get so caught up in television programs that you spend your entire
day or night on the couch? You set
yourself down with the intention
of watching just part of a program
or sports event, but become so
interested that you must stay tuned
until the end. You are so comfortable that you can't seem to get
yourself off that couch. You flick
through the channels, find another
program and become engrossed
again. You watch show after
shbw, turning to MTV during
commercial breaks. Before you
know it, three, four, five hours
have passed and you've

became...a "couch potato." Each
one/of us has experienced this phenomenon at one time or another.
Many of us have the art perfected.
Such is the luxury of a college
student.
The term "couch potato" is
part of our everyday vocabulary.
There is even a stuffed animal doll
on the market, bearing this name,
whose purpose is to keep you
company in front of the tube.

gracing itself in Central America.
The rally for peace was a successful step forward, but we must
continue moving in this direction.
Further such rallies, presentations,
and activities are called for to aid
in this effort; the lives of millions
depend on it.

Letters of Support...
To The Mirror:

On behalf of the organizers of the "Rally for Peace in
Central America," I want to
thank all the participants —
speakers, audience, and demonstrators against the rally — for
the courteous and productive
way in which they contributed to
the event. Congressman Christopher Shays assured us at the end
that the points of view expressed
In fact, the United States would help him in his contra aid
poses a greater threat to Central vote, February 3. Finally,
America's right to self-determina- because they were written to the
tion than the Soviet Union. We Fairfield University in general, I
have established military bases in would ask the Mirror to share
Central America, not the Russians. with you the letters written to us
We also conduct war games there by Senators Christopher Dodd
regularly, which the U.S.S.R. does and Lowell Weicker on the
not. In fact, in the past 7 years, occasion of the rally.
over 60,000 U.S. troops have been
trained in Central America. A
Thank You,
mock sea/land assault in May 1987
Edward Dew
involved 4,800 U.S. soldiers landing on a Honduran beach. MemStatement By Senator
bers of our National Guard and Christopher J. Dodd To Those
Army Reserve have been active in Gathered In Opposition To
bringing Honduran roads to U.S. Further Contra Aid
military specifications. What is
our increasing military build-up
I regret that I am unable
leading to? It is not far-fetched to to join you today to rally against
equate our Administration's pol- Contra aid, I assure you that i am
icy in Central America to our ac- on your side.
tions in Vietnam. Is this action
Today in Central America,
necessary? In the words of the for the first time in decades, we
U.S. bishops; "Peaceful means, far have all the ingredients for a
from being exhausted, have just peaceful setelement.
begun to be explored." The CenWe have the signatures of
tral American Peace Accords is five presidents on a peace plan.
solid evidence of this, yet the We have the international respect
Reagan administration continues of the Nobel peace prize. We
to avert its eyes while the deaths have the recent steps by the
continue.
Sandinistas toward compliance.
We have the state of emergency
lifted in in Nicaragua. We have
progress on an amnesty program.
There is a similar sounding term Homeless estimates there are And, we have an arrangement for
that I would like to introduce to 20,000 homeless people in Con- face-to-face cease-fire talks. We
you - one that you will probably necticut. She says that this is a have all the makings. Last year at
not be able to identify with at all. It conservative figure, and points to this time, such a chain of events
the lack of affordable housing as would have been deemed
is "couch people."
This term has little to do the root cause. In the last seven impossible.
However, the administrawith the luxuries we experience in years there has been an enormous
front of the television set. Couch decrease in the amount of federal tion has a double standard.
people are individuals who pay an funds available for the develop- While it has taken years of
average of $300 a month to sleep ment of low-income housing and deliberation for the U.S. to
on the couch of a stranger's apart- for subsidizing low-income ten- negotiate the INF treaty with the
ment These people agree to pay ants. Such a decrease has accom- Soviet Union, the same adminisapartment dwellers this kind of panied the tearing down of afford- tartion demands change in
money for the sole use of the able apartments to make room for Central America over night. The
same administration is quick to
couch. There are restrictions as to offices and condominiums.
"Couch potato" is a term request more aid for the contra
the time they can enter the apartment and the time they must leave. with which we can easily identify. forces — aid that is likely to
According to caretakers of "Couch people" refers to one seg- undermine this fragile peace
the homeless there are an esti- ment of a very large group of process.
It is unrealistic to think
mated 300 couch people in the people we should learn more about
Stamford area, a city that ranks - the Homeless. February has been that the conflicts within and
"sixth in the United States in the designated as Homelessness between the nations of Central
number of Fortune 500 headquar- Awareness Month, and in the fol- America can be swiftly and
ters it is home to. Judy Moriarty, a lowing tori weeks there will be a easily resolved. Central America
worker in Stamford soup kitchens series of events sponsored by has a long and bitter history of
and shelters, says that she saw the Alpha Sigma Nu; Faith, Peace and conflict. There have been
couch people begin to emerge Justice Programs, and Campus periodic efforts to deal with the
Ministry. Although this campaign conflict through political and
about five years ago.
This relatively new group is may not enable us to personally legal systems, but the success
significant in numbers and is identify with the homeless, it may rate has been low. Armed
growing, as is the entire homeless help us to better understand and conflict has always been the
population. Jane McNichol of the perhaps improve their unfortunate alternative to failed settlement
after failed settlement.
Connecticut Coalition for the position.

What is a "Couch Person"?
By Karen O'Rourke
Staff Writer

It is necessary, therefore,
that we at Fairfield continue to
keep these issues out in the open.
A well-informed student body is
one which is equipped to act rather
than observe, and it is action that
needs to be taken if we are to prevent our nation from further dis-

The key thing is this:
Today in Central America
progress has been made and
peace could work. And I believe
that an automatic resumption of
contra aid, before the ink is dry
on this most recent agreement
among the five Central American
presidents, is the wrong move.
It's wrong because the
contras did not bring these five
leaders to the bargaining table.
And it's wrong because it could
very likely wreck the very peace
process our government has said
it supports. The administration
has not yet exhibited support for
the four presidents, democratically elected, who embrace our
values and principles. Instead,
the administration's latest contra
aid request is a continuation of
misguided policy it has pursued
for seven years — a policy of
waging war instead of striving
for peace and freedom in Central
America.
My hope is that efforts
such as yours will help send a
message to the administration
that the Esquipulas II agreeement
deserves our full support.

Statement of Lowell
Weicker, Jr. — January 30,
1988
My greetings to all who
have gathered at Fairfield
University today to protest U.S.
support to the Nicaraguan
contras. I commend you for
speaking out against this destructive and hypocritical policy as I
have from its inspection.
Year after year, President
Reagan has put forward — and
Members of Congress, Democrats and Republicans alike, have
gone along with — a policy that
is contra the people of Central
America and contra our own
Constitution. The year 1988
must be the year when the
American people demand and
Congress delivers a policy that is
pro peace, pro our constitutuional principles, and pro a
better life for Nicaragua and their
neighbors.
The contras don't deserve
another dollar from the the
United States, whether it is
labled "lethal" or "humanitarian"
aid. There is nothing "humanitarian" about a war that kills
civilians, maims children, and
causes all of the nations of the
region to pour their money into
arms and security instead of
providing for the basic needs of
their people.
It's time we focused on
the real enemies in this hemisphere: poverty, sickness,
illiteracy and despair. A war
against these enemies is one
worth our involvement. The
cause of the contras is not
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Film critiques from those in the know

I
By Michael F. Lohle
Staff Writer
1987 was a mediocre year
in film. It was a year in which Dom
Pcringonc champagne was replaced by Andre, in which literate
screenplays and truly great moments were harder to find than
needles in miles of haystacks. It
was the year after Platoon and
Hannah and Her Sisters stole our
hearts and proved lough acts to
follow. On the tenth anniversary
of Star Wars, we looked and found
little on an epic scale. This past
year, what was good was very
good, but comparing it to ten years
ago might leave us feeling a little
empty. Considering this, here are
my picks for the five best and
worst films of 1987:
THE BEST
1. Broadcast News- This exquisite film has strangely been missed
by a good portion of people that I
have spoken to. If you are one of
them, I urge you to go see it. The
strongest asset of this brilliant
work is the fact that it is so real.
Director James Brooks has crafted
a film in which the atmosphere
(that of a Washington D.C. national network news bureau) is
thoroughly convincing and electric, the characters arc likeable and
we identify with them, and life in
general is not fair. Albert Brooks
and William Hurt give standout
performances but it is little Holly

Hunter, an attractive dynamo with
a unique Texas drawl who steals
the show. To me, Broadcast News
is a four-star film and I predict that
it will be the star on Oscar night.
2 The Untouchables- Director
Brian DePalma proved his resiliency with this one and finally
came into his own style in the
process. This film is expertly put
together and actually gets better
with repeated viewings. Priceless,
memorable scenes abound in this
blockbuster, many revolving
around Sean Connery, who deserves an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor. Connery, with the everpresent gleam in his eye and with
bravado surrounding his every
move, is excellent as Malone, the
Chicago beat cop who becomes
Kevin Costner's Elliot Ness'
mentor. Connery's gusto controls
each moment he is on screen and
he proves that to this day, nobody
does it better. Robert DeNiro,
deliciously hammy as Al Capone,
provides an effort which I feel is
more satisfying than his acclaimed
work on The Godfather Part II.
The train terminal confrontation
scene in slow motion is a classic.
3. Wall Street- After the success of
Platoon, writer/director Oliver
Stone took to trenches of a different kind: the boardrooms of "the
Street's" big brokerage houses.
Satisfying overall, sometimes
preachy and heavy-handed, and
always threatening to degenerate
to pulp novel status, Wall Street is
propelled by Stone and actors
Michael Douglas and Charlie
Sheen into a work of considerable
merit. Stone is considerably effec-

tive at capturing the frenzied pace
of "the Street" and Michael
Douglas, as corporate raider Gordon Gekko, provides the strongest,
most controlled performance of
his career. He deserves an Oscar
nomination for his hard-nosed
portrayal. Charlie Sheen once
again proves that he's got extraordinary talent and reminds us that
soon, he will be winning Oscar
nominations as well. The major
disappointment in the movie is
Daryl Hannah's performance. As
an unscrupulous interior decorator, she proves in her meatiest role,
that she cannot act.
4.
The Living Daylights. I'm
biased. I love James Bond in any
form and this film is the strongest
entry in a long time. Timothy
Dalton, newest Bond on the block,
carries the torch rather respectably. In fact, he's the first one since
Connery who isn't afraid to actually act. A standout scene for the
actor is the carnival scene in which
Bond feels betrayed by Cara and
confronts her. Dalton's acting
prowess shines here. It's good to
have James Bond back the way he
was intended to be.
5.
No Way Out- Kevin Costner (one of the hottest actors in
'87) stars in this riveting, rollercoaster of a movie. Costarring
beautiful'Sean Young and the ever
able Gene Hackman, this film is
well worth renting. A word of
caution though: you will hate the
ending and it does nothing for the
film. Costner is great as the hero
and I think he'll be around for a
long time to come.

THE WORST
1.
Superman IV- It's a shame
to see this installment of one of my
all time favorite series sink to such
a low level. Golan Globus and
Cannon films should be shot for
turning this once quality filled
series into a travesty. Christopher
Reeve, an extremely unfortunate
soul, is now not only typecast but
associated with this manure as
well. Worst scene: ALL OF IT!
Should have been burned; literally.
2.
The Fourth Protocol. If
you're an insomniac, this film's
for you. It'll put you to sleep,
guaranteed. This is a truly horrible, pointless film. Michael
Caine makes so many films these
days he mustn't read the scripts
anymore. Pierce Brosnan, late of
Remington Steele and full of potential, has yet to break out on the
big screen. This was the last vehicle he should have chosen for it.
I use one word to describe this
film: boring.
3.
Beverly Hills Cop II. What
is Eddie Murphy's problem? Has
success gone to his head? Nobody
can deny his talent, but he's obviously underutilizing it. This film is
not funny, not satisfying, and extremely obnoxious. That's also
the way I would characterize
Murphy's performance. Brigette
Nielsen is horrible as the villainess
and Judge Reinhold's Rosewood
is terribly unfunny — in marked
contrast to Cop I. Also, somehow
his character became Rambo III
whereas in Cop I he was timid and
afraid to carry a gun. Let's hear it

EARN
UP TO

for logical character development.
The critics loved it and I can't
understand why.
4.
Robocop. Another overall
critical success, this film's
disappointing Dirty Harry meets
the Six Million Dollar Man storyline is for the birds. It will be
good cult movie fodder and there
were some truly funny scenes, but
overall Robocop flops.
5.
Fatal Attraction- This film
isnotallit'scrackeduptobe. With
good performances by Michael
Douglas (the other hottest actor of
1987) and Glenn Close (as his
psychotic former fling) this film
manipulates the viewer's emotions and leaves him or her thoroughly repulsed by the end. A
runaway hit and an overall critical
success, the public obviously disagrees. Once you see this film, you
will not want to run out to see it
again.

2
By Tom Keller
Staff Writer
BEST MOVIES OF 1987
1. Raising Arizona - A movie you
either love or hate, obviously, I
loved it. Plus, they never showed
the baby without a valid excuse
(See #1 on list below).
2. Roxanne - Steve Martin proved
that he could act as a complete
character, rather than a funnyman.
3. Tin Men - From the people who

AN
HOUR

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

United Parcel Service
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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gave us Diner, another slice of life
in early 60s Baltimore.
4. Hollywood Shuffle - It's a
sleeper, but I command you to see
this comedy about being black in
Hollywood. It has the funniest
Siskel and Ebert takeoff ever.
5. Robocop - 1987's answer to The
Terminator, but a good guy this
time.
WORST MOVIES OF
1987
1. Baby Boom - After being talked
out of seeing something decent, I
was dragged to this drippy, saccharine flick that showed the sickenly cute baby every time the story
faltered, about 47 times total.
2. The Big Easy - They all talked
like the Cajun Chef. What more do
I need to say?
3. King Kong Lives - This clunker
was actually released at the very
tail end of 1986, an apparent attempt to "bury" it in the previous
year so no one could include it on
their worst lists. Well, tough. Here
it is.
4. Beverly Hills Cop II - The names
have been changed to protect the
actors, but I didn't notice anything
different than Cop I, in fact, some
of the scenes were identical.
5. Mannequin - Call it one of my
guilty pleasures, but I actually
enjoyed myself while watching it.
However, terrible production values and plot holes large enough to
drive a Winnebago through condemn it to a worst list.

Movie
Top 10
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Wonderous Stories

By Scott MacDonald
Staff Writer
Just what you' ve been waiting for, another "Best and Worst
Movies of the Year" list. It's time
for another completely biased
ranking of last year's movie fodder, which was good, but presented no real knockouts, of
course I didn't geet to see everything, but I hope this list is fairly
representative of most of last
year's releases.
First the drek:
5. Throw Momma From the
Train — An unfunny "comedy" that
is best seen as 30 second TV commercials. Danny DeVito's direction was terrible, consisting mostly
of zoom close-ups of his face.
4. Robocop — The Terminator becomes Dirty Harry. Some
saw social "satire" in this flick, but
I only saw stupidity.
3. Beverly Hills Cop II See Eddie Murphy smirk. See him
laugh. See him leer over Brigette
"Butch" Nielsen and Playboy bunnies. See him make millions as we
look for anything resembling what
made Cop I good.
2. The Running Man — I got
many angry with my review of this
one. I still hate it. So did Arnie fan
extraordinare Bob Nighan, so go
complain to him. I dare you.
1. Superman IV: the Question for Peace — Just abominably
wretched. I wish Israeli producers
Meanaham Golan and Yorham
Globus would be given one-way
tickets to the Gaza Strip.

Now the good stuff:
Honorable Mention: Lethal
Weapon — The superior acting of
Danny Glover and Mel Gibson
gave the old "good guys vs. the bad
guys" new life. One of the more exciting films in a long time.
5. The Mission — This was
released just in time for the '86
Oscars, but I'll cheat and include it
for '87. Beautiful and stunning
cinematography that is accompanied by an angelic soundtrack.
Must be seen on a large screen in
Dolby stereo! Robert DeNiro was
once again synonomous with excellence.
4. The Living Daylights —
Bond is back, and I hope Timothy
Dalton will be, too. An exciting
flick with a few twists in the old
formula, and a tougher Bond
character. The best Bond in years.
3. The Untouchables — Brian DePalma's romanticising of Elliot Ness was well written and
filmed. Kevin Kostner was good as
Ness, but Sean Connery stood out
as Malone (Oscar nomination?).
DePalma's best directorial effort—
especially the perfectly timed and
executed train station shoot-out.
2. Fatal Attraction - The
most talked about movie last year.
Some saw it as subtely sexist and
dangerous, but I saw it as a reaffirmation of the ties that bind a family together in the event of conflicts
and mistakes. An intense thriller
that knew which buttons to punch.
1. Broadcast News — Rarely are films this well written or
characters this well portrayed.
Holly Hunter was terrific in what
must have been the best female
lead role in years. I hope director
James Brooks continues to make
movies.

By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Interesting to see Platoon out on video after a famed
delay....The key to the hold-up was based on two sources owning
its rights after its run in the theatres...HBO owns the cable rights
while Vestron has the video privileges....Vestron panicked when
they visioned initial cable telecasts in the immediate
future....Obviously, if the film were to be shown on cable first, its
video rental revenue would be severely reduced....You have to
think someone was paid off during these developments....Hear
about the current Def Leppard/Tesla tour?....Seems the Def boys
are putting on a solid show, yet their actions towards their opening
band has to be questioned Seems they have mysteriously
"turned the house lights off during the set of Tesla....Maybe they
are wary of being shown up by a hungrier band... .James Taylor has
a new one out, that's what the die-hards are telling me....Here's
some dated news on the WLIR situation Seems WDRE is here
to stay with its current format Dennis McNamara is still the
program director The rumor is that some of the former LlR
personnel will jump ship to WRCN, an Eastern Long Island station
which will supposedly adhere to a format change in the vain of the
"progressive" radio....With increased wattage, such a station could
reach these shores....AH is speculative and I'm confused....The
Cars broke up as you may have heard...:One bad LP and they
decided to pack it in....I definitely feel it was a premature decision
on their parts....Bet on a return....No word yet on a full-lengh video
featuring the second quarter of Sunday's fiasco....Word around
actorville has an estimation of Rambo III costing 80 million
dollars Officials on the set deny it, but you have to wonder since
they started filming in Israel and shifted to Arizona....Plus Sly's
wage isn't exactly cost-efficient....Thursday night (8-10 PM)
listen to Paul (Station Manager Paul Donovan) and Matt on
WVOF....Why?....They will be giving away FREE compact discs
during their broadcast....Do you want more detalis?....Listen to
their show....Tonight Lastly, I have a high school friend who
will be appearing on HBO this afternoon (4 P.M.) His name is
Rob Lesley and he co-stars in Supermom's Daughter, a nice
program concerning career choice....Watch for him, he's the
blond...Tempus Fugit

GOLD RING SALE
$

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

$

$

Jostens Cold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTENS
AMERICAS

Date: Feb. 8, 9,10:

COLLEGE

Time: 10-3, 5-6:30.

RING™

Deposit Required: $30.00
Payment Plans Available

Place: Campus Center Lobby
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore
87 198(CP 121-88)
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Continued from page 5.
veloped enough of an opportunity
to try things out and investigate
their futures. Presumably, it will
also clarify the general direction
which a student has chosen to take.
Employers are generally very
interested in experience, and an
internship will compliment the
resume."
In many cases, the internship does more than embellish the
resume. It can also result in a job
with the sponsoring company after
graduation. Corporations like
IBM and AT&T, real estate firms
like Coldwell Banker, accounting,
marketing and advertising firms,
hospitals, and countless other
service institutions, including
Fairfield University, have been
contributors to the program's objective of "quality experience."
Many of the university's depart-

ments offer this challenging opportunity, and some may hold the
possiblity of a salary.
The process of assessing
the work of an intern is invariably
determined through papers written
by both the student and the
sponsor's supervisor at mid-term
and at the end of the semester.
Frequent contact between the student and the university's department director is generally maintained throughout the term as well.
After successful completion of the
internship, the student will receive
three credits and a grade reflective
of the student' s achievement in the
"real world."
Sister Therese advises that
the best time to enroll in the program would be either the spring
semester of the junior year or the
fall semester of the senior year.
Mark Voytek, '88, tried to enroll as
an intern this past fall, but was

unsuccessful because he waited
too long. He now reflects that one
should be signed up and approved
some time before the semester
begins, so that the proper arrangements can be worked out with
plenty of time to spare. This
unique experience is generally
open to Juniors and Seniors, but
exception may be made for other
qualified undergraduates with the
approval of the university.
For more information a1: out
this program, interest students
should contact Sister Therese at
the Career Planning Center during
business hours (ext. 2262), or locate the faculty member responsible for internships in a particular
department. Says Sister Therese:
"An internship gives students a
jump on other grads who are looking for work; it gives them an
edge."

Get Results:

Mirror Classifieds
For sale: new Royal Cavalier-1200. Portable, electric typewriter with lift-off correction tape.
Brand new. $70.00. 367-8409.
Wanted: student with typesetting and graphics experience to
lay out 8 page newsletter. Interested, contact Carole Brown, 2548117.
Wanted: responsible person with dynamic personality,
interested in food and people, for
part-time positions at gourmet

take-out and bakery. Call 2543163.
Paid positions available in
technical and administrative departments. Flexible hours. All
majors considered. Please contact
Delia Smith, NYNEX Business
Centers (Stamford) 325-8400.
Students wanted to care for
3 year old (7:00am to 8:30am) on
Monday-Friday and some late afternoon or evening babysitting.
Salary and living arrangements are
negotiable.

NEED TO
DOCTOR YOUR
MCAT SCORE?
If your MCAT score needs a
shot in the arm, come to the
experts in test preparation—
Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques
and educational review will
help you be in top condition
test day W»1I not only sharpen
your scientific knowledge, but
your reading, problem-solving
and essay-writing skills too.
Summer courses are registering now. So call the best in
test prep—Kaplan. And get an
MCAT score that you deserve,

IKAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

M.C.A.T. Classes
Start in New Haven
on 1-30, 2-17, 3-3.
Gall 789-1169 for more
information!

Commitment to
Being the Best
At Arkwright, it is our commitment to being the best that has enabled
us to become a recognized leader in direct-service insurance underwriting and a foremost supplier of risk management services
world wide. Focusing our business toward Fortune 1,000 companies,
with premiums of over $500 million and assets of more than $1
billion, we protect many of the world's largest corporations.
We are seeking talented graduates to join Arkwright as Underwriters.
We will provide you with all the professional challenges and rewards
that you expect from an industry leader. Working in a collaborative
team approach, the Underwriter has the critical responsibility of
evaluating large commercial accounts. To succeed, you must have
strong analytical and communications skills and the ability to make
sound business decisions and develop creative solutions. We look for
graduates with a strong record of accomplishment in any of a wide
range of majors.
If you possess the talent and ambition, we will give you all the tools
you need to succeed. As a beginning Underwriter, you will participate
in a seven month, comprehensive training program consisting of both
classroom and field experienca After completion of the program, you
will join one of our eight regional offices located in major cities
throughout the US. But this is just the beginning. Our professional
development programs offer on-going training and we provide
excellent career growth opportunities. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Information Session
Wednesday, February 10, 1988
Faculty Dining Room, Campus Center, 7:30 pm

SPRINB BREAK SIZZLES AT DAYTONA BEACH. Concerts,
games, parties, exhibitions, freebies, golf, tennis, jai alal,
greyhound racing, great nightlife and the best beaches in
Florida. It all happens In the Daytona Beach resort area, the
Spring Break Capital of the Universe!
Pack your car, hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Delta,
Eastern, American, Continental or Piedmont. A travel agent
can make all the arrangements at no added charge. So, erf
800-854-1234 for ■«■ information.

m

FDR FREE SPRINB BREAK INFORMATION call 800-854-1234.
orwrite Destination Daytona!, R0. Box 2775, Daytona Beach,
FL 32015.
School .
AudrBS$_

CHy _

.State.

-2p.

On-Campus Interviews Will Be Held On:
March 2,1988
■

ARKWRIGHT
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Sports
Stag Tracks
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
Another crummy Super Bowl...no great plays or special
memories stand out in my mind when I think back on the
game...then again, a spaceship could have landed on the fifty
yard line and I probably wouldn't have remembered that
either....Troy Bradford got very little consideration for the PreSeason All MAAC team...yet, his continued leading of the
conference in scoring, as well as being top ten in the nation
makes it a crime for him not to make All MAAC first team at
season's end...Iona invades Alumni Hall this Saturday
night...this is always interesting no matter the records of either
team...get your tickets this week cause those guys just got
worse and worse the more you're forced to listen to them...the
Lady Stags also downed Manhattan last Saturday to make for
a. rare Stag/Lady stag Double Trouble Victory
combo...Congratulations to all the T-Shirt takers from Super
Saturday at the Birkenstock (Rec Plex)..too bad O'Meara
couldn't play in the A game...it would've been a nice clash of
the young and old...we have now entered the post-Super Bowl,
pre-Spring training, pro-sports void....pro-hoops and prohockey are boring waltzes to the play-offs ..thank God (or
Vince McMahon) for the W.W.F. tomorrow night, wrestling
returns to national prime-time T.V....8pm on NBC...the tagteam, inter-continental title and Peggy Suc.Hulkster vs.
Andre should be a classic..Strike Force are faggots, go get a
beer when their match comes on...

Freshman Mike Rodgers shows off his ball-handling abilities in front of a raucous Alumni Hall
crowd
P: Marc Belanger

r€IR0. ATLANTIC ATHLETIC CONFERENCE INDIVIDUAL STATS LEADERS THRU 3/50/88-ALL GATES
RING
Bradford,Troy
Simons,Lionel
Kneeler,Billy
Runge,Peter
Leglerjii
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.

20-40% OFF
WINTERSTOCK
Fine Imports
Men's dotting

ITALIAN • Sweaters, Slacks, Jackets, Coats
FRENCH • Slacks, Shirts
ENGLISH • Slacks, Jackets, Coats
JAPANESE • Shirts, Ties

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11-6.00
Fri. & Sat. U-10
Sun. 12-5

FE F6A
137-305
209-420
175-357
129-264
135-294
116-207
122-207
116-204

PCT
0.449
0.49B
0.490
0.4B5
0.459
0.560
0.5B9
0.569
19 126-224 0.563
17 94-JBi 0.505

Roberts,Alex
-St. Peter's College
Haynes.tiillie -St. Peter's College
Pernell,Smqht -Holy Cross
Paterno,Joe
-Fordhai University
SiHonds,Richie-lona College

English, French, Italian,
Japanese Fabrics & Styles

SONO TRADERS PASSAGE
83-85 Washington St.
So. Norwalk

S
16
22
21
20
22
IB
18
IB

-Fairfield University
-LaSalle University
-Manhattan College
-Manhattan College
-LaSalle University

0171-

1
1
17
4

13^29

PCT
FT FTA PCT
0.475 85-110 0.773
0.250 105-150 0.700
0.286 126-161 0.783
0.000 96-134 0.716
0.465 29- 41 0.707
0.000 69-100 690
1.000 52- 64 813
0.412 54-65 831
0.250 44-55 800
0.448 52-B3 <U27

PTS
387
525
494
354
372
301
297
293
297
253

AVB
24.2
23.9
23.5
17.7
16.9
16.7
16.5
16.3
15.6
14.1

H!
36
37
35
26
30
33
29
2B
31
21

We've got the style for you.

COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)

June 27-July 30,1988

Florence. Non-credit option also
available.
English language instruction is
offered in a widt range of studio arts
and humanities classes, including:
Archaeology, Drawing, Art History/
The Renaissance, History of Italian
Opera, Florentine Crafts, Painting
and Sculpture. Italian language and
conversation is taught at all levels.
Air and ground travel, student or
upgraded, air-conditioned accommodations, tuition, and more included.
Travel arrangements by CXT Tours

0- 1
73-157

Command
Performance

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY'S
SUMMER CAMPUS IN
FLORENCE.
Fairfield University, in affiliation
with the Lorenzo de' Medici
Institute of Art and Language,
invites students, artists, teachers, and
traditional and non-traditional
learners to attend a very special
Summer Campus program in
Florence.
This enriching, month- long experience lets you expand your artistic
and cultural horizons and earn up to
9 college credits (Undergraduate or
Graduate) while you explore the
famous monuments and museums of

3FB FBA
28- 59
2- 8
IB- 63

Corp. For more details, call or write:
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, Florence
Summer Campus Program, Canisius
Hall - Room 9, Fairfield University,
Fairfield, CT 06430. (2(B) 254-4110.

School of Continuing
Education
Fairfield, CT 06430

RlR]VHELD
UNIVERSITY

Vm TANNING
Q SPECIAL!

Q $39.95
One Full Month
Unlimited Use
And...
• full service amenities I
• haircutting & design
• creative perms
• hair coloring/foiling
• hair removal (waxing)
• european skin care
• make-up
• manicures/pedicures
• professional retail
products

1563 Black Rock Tnpk • Fairfield

366-4520
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Sports
Strong second half gives Stags
second MAAC victory
By Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor
The Stags used a balanced
scoring attack, strong shooting
from the floor, and a second half
offensive outburst to pull away
from the Manhattan Jaspers and
emerge with their second MAAC
victory of the season, 73-65. Having gone through half the conference schedule, Fairfield finds itself at 5-12 overall, 2-5 in the
MAAC.
Before a capacity crowd
once again (3,002), the two teams
played a lackluster first half, never
separated by more than seven
points,which occurred when
Manhattan's Greg Rock hit a 15footer at 6:13. However, the
tempo picked up speed at this
point, as Fairfield went on an 8-0
run, highlighted by Troy
Bradford's breakaway dunk,
which brought the crowd to its feet
for the first time in the game. Both
clubs traded baskets down the
stretch, and intermission found the
contest deadlocked at 30, as Tom
Squeri hit a bucket with six seconds remaining in the half.
The second half proved to
be a showcase for the Stags to flex
their front-line muscle, as Ed
Duncan, Harold Brantley, and
Squeri provided support for
Bradford, who shot only 2 for 8 in

the final 20 minutes. Duncan (15
points, 6 rebounds) scored 12
points and pulled down 5 boards in
the second half alone. Brantley,
after playing only 8 minutes in the
first half due to foul trouble, contributed 9 rebounds in the final 20
before fouling out. And Squeri,
the early-season hopeful to take
some of the offensive load off
Troy's shoulders, finished the
game with 19 points and 6 boards.
His solid performance marked the
first time this season that Troy,
when he played (he did miss the
LaSalle game), has not been high
scorer for Fairfield.
Marvin Walters provided a
solid game for Coach Buonaguro,
as he hit on all 4 of his field goal
attempts and finished with 8 points
in only 14 minutes of action. Walters also completed the first multiple-guard dunking performance
this season for the Stags, as he
jammed one home with only 10
seconds to play. Bradford, the
author of the initial guard dunk,
finished with 17 points, 3 assists,
and 4 steals.
The Stags shot 56% from
the floor for the game (27-48), and
outrebounded the Jaspers 39-28.
They also held Manhattan under
40% shooting from the floor in the
second half (12-31).
Billy
Wheeler, the third-leading scorer
in the MAAC, was the game's high
scorer with 27 points.

Holy Cross 88 Fairfield 75
Last Wednesday, Holy
Cross, with the #1 -rated offensive
team in the MAAC, staged a 50
point first half outburst and
coasted to a 13 point victory over
the Stags. Led by Glenn "Scooter"
Tropf, the nation's leading 3-point
shooter at an astounding 72.3% (22 vs. Fairfield) and guard Glenn
Williams (19 pts., 6 assists), the
Crusaders used a balanced offensive attack. The Stags were led by
Troy Bradford, who had a gamehigh 27 points, Harold Brantley
(15 pts.), and Ed Duncan, who
continued his impressive sophomore campaign with 12 points and
3 assists.
Stag Notes: Bradford remains on top in the MAAC in scoring at a 24.2 ppg. clip..As a team,
Coach Buonaguro's aggressive
young players are 3rd in the
MAAC in defense, allowing just 69
ppg..As of 1131188, LaSalle arid
St. Peter's stood atop the MAAC at
7-0 and 6-0, respectively...In case
you're wondering if the sophomore jinx has hit LaSalle's Lionel
Simmons, check out these numbers- 24 ppg. (2nd in MAAC), 12.3
rpg. (1st), 2.2 blocks per game
(1st), and 2.2 steals per game
(3rd)...Fairfield's MAAC schedule continues with games against
St.Peter's on Thursday (Away),
and Iona on Saturday at 7:30 in
Alumni Hall.

Eddie Duncan concentrates on a free-throw during Saturday's victory over Manhattan. P: Marc Belanger

"Super Saturday" at ReePlex
By Rex Plec
Staff Writer
The day before Super Bowl
Sunday became Super Saturday at
the Birkenstork Field House as all
five intramural basketball titles
were to be decided. The excitement even attracted soccerhead
Robert Pacca to the event.
WOMEN'S LEAGUE
In the women's final,
Yvonne Connors and Kim Zagajeski sparked a spirited second-half
run to lead the Lemonheads over
Tee-Shirt II in a squeaker 38-36.
The Lemonheads overcame the
definite height difference with
some sharp shooting to win the
championship.
MEN'S D LEAGUE
A stingy first half defense
and Jerry Liptak's 15 points
spurred Swish to a 40-25 victory
over the Chosen Ones. Swish held
their opponents to 3 points in the
first half. This was a well played
game, even for D league, and does
not warrant the annual "D winners
to play women's champ" crack.
MEN'S C LEAGUE
Well, well.
A classic
matchup between Old Style, the
young upstart boy, and the Wood
Have Beens, the old, washed-up
men with experience and a few
more brews put away.
The first half started with
Old Style stars Anton "I still live in
Kostka" Fernando and John Lucas
on the bench for the first six minutes, perhaps trying to fool the
WHB 's. Bob McGuiness picked
up the slack with 8 of Old Style's
first ten points, but Frank Pasini's
inside offense had the WHB's on
top. Old Style took its first lead at
17-16 after Anton completed a 3
point play and went into the half
with a 23-19 lead. McGuiness had
10 at the half while Kenny Arnold
let the WHB's with 7 and Pasini
had 6.
Old Style extended its lead
to 9 at one point, but 2 hoops by
Frank Messina, and one each from
Mark Tutino and Art "Star (even
injured)" Jurueller brought the
WHB's to within 1 at the 11 minute mark. The experience really
seemed to pay as baskets by Tutino
and Pasini gave the lead back to the
WHB's with 8 minutes left. Bob "I
eat goalies for lunch" McDonald
tied it at 38 all and Brian "Stud/
Crusher" Stalzer gave Old Style
back the lead with a long jumper.
The game went back and forth as
Jurueller gave the WHB's a 44-43
lead with 30 seconds left. But
McGuiness banked home the 2nd
end of a 2 shot foul to send the
game into overtime.
Lucas canned the first two
hoops from the corner to make it
48-44 with 3 minutes left. Arnold
and Pasini kept it close, but a lastsecond flurry came up short and
Old Style came out with a 49-47
victory in the most exciting game
of the day. McGuiness and Lucas
led the champs with 16 and 12
respectively. For the departing
seniors, Pasini had 13, Arnold 11,
Messina 9 and Jurueller 8.
MEN'S B LEAGUE
The B league championship matched up the height and
sharp-shooting of Bukkit against
the speed of the Misfits.
Bukkit came out gunning.
Seemingly never missing, Kevin
Crowley and Greg Nicoletti let

their team to a 12-3 lead with 15
minutes left. Jon Ziobro's strong
inside play was the lone bright spot
for the Misfits. At the 10 minute
mark it was 23-7. The Misfits
closed to within 14 and at the half,
it was 33-19, Bukkit. Crowley led
Bukkit with 17 points while
Ziobro put in 8 for the Misfits.
In the second half, the Misfits started to pick up the tempo to
what they're used to. Sean Power,
whispered to be the fast-break
personified, cut the Bukkit lead to
8 with 12 minutes left. An Easy Ed
Winsper hoop got the Misfits to
within 5, but Bukkit pushed it back
out to 9 behind Crowley and Bill
Bader with 1:30 left to play. As
Easy Ed found out with :40 remaining, things looked to be over.
Bukkit held on for a 55-50 victory
for the title. Crowley led the winners with 26 points while Greg
Nicoletti pitched in 12. For the
Misfits, Sean Power pumped in 18
and Ziobro finished with 14.
Frank Fanella had a triple double:
10 turnovers, 11 airballs, and 12
travelling violations.
MEN'S A LEAGUE
This was the game everyone had been waiting for, similar
to the C game but with magnified
talent. Since the semis, where the
Has Beens defeated the Sure Shots
and Kool and the Gang beat The
Balls, there was speculation as to
who would be favored. The Balls
had beaten the Has Beens and the
Gang had a stable full of thoroughbreds. Then, the day before the
game, Has Been Jim O'Meara
caught a finger to the eye (let the Eman be nameless) and was lost.
Still, there were two teams out on
the court and no one was about to
give up.
The game started with both
teams playing tough defense.
Frank Madalone opened up the
scoring with a hoop at the 18 minute mark. Then the Gang went on
an 8-2 spurt, let by Jeff Ryan's 6
points on flawless shooting. John
Coulter got. into the act with 6
markers as the Has Beens closed to
11-8 with 10:00 left. The Gang
utilized strong defense and the fast
break to end the half with a 20-14
lead. Ryan had 12 points on a
perfect 6 of 6 from the field to lead
the gang, while Coulter had seven
for the Has Beens. The Gang was
controlling the boards and the Has
Beens seemed to be waiting for
someone to come forward and fill
it up.
The second half started
with a faster pace. Jim Norris and
Mike McVeigh helped cut the lead
to 24-20 three minutes into the
half. However, with Matt Wallace
controlling the boards, Kool and
the Gang extended to 32-22 with
13:00 left. From here on, play was
fairly even. Kool and the Gang
won the A league championship,
48-37, behind Ryan's 20 points
and perfect field goal percentage
(that's 100%, no misses, nothing
but net). John Coulter led the Has
Beens with 15 while Jim Norris
finished with 6 and a solid game.
The champions were de-throned
and Fairfield intramurals could be
looking at another hoop dynasty
that reminds one of Terry's Kids.
Congratulations to all who
made it to the finals and especially
to those who came away with Tshirts. Lastly, we say good-bye to
those seniors who have played
their last game. Vanadium!

